This study evaluates the capabilities of a whole-body photon counting CT system to differentiate between four common kidney stone materials, namely uric acid (UA), calcium oxalate monohydrate (COM), cystine (CYS), and apatite (APA) ex vivo. Two different x-ray spectra (120 kV and 140 kV) were applied and two acquisition modes were investigated. The macro-mode generates two energy threshold based image-volumes and two energy bin based image-volumes. In the chesspattern-mode four energy thresholds are applied. A virtual low energy image, as well as a virtual high energy image are derived from initial threshold-based images, while considering their statistically correlated nature. The energy bin based images of the macro-mode, as well as the virtual low and high energy image of the chesspattern-mode serve as input for our dual energy evaluation. The dual energy ratio of the individually segmented kidney stones were utilized to quantify the discriminability of the different materials. The dual energy ratios of the two acquisition modes showed high correlation for both applied spectra. Wilcoxon-rank sum tests and the evaluation of the area under the receiver operating characteristics curves suggest that the UA kidney stones are best differentiable from all other materials (AUC = 1.0), followed by CYS (AUC ≈ 0.9 compared against COM and APA). COM and APA, however, are hardly distinguishable (AUC between 0.63 and 0.76). The results hold true for the measurements of both spectra and both acquisition modes.
INTRODUCTION
The therapeutic treatment of kidney stones strongly depends on their material composition. Several energy selective imaging techniques in Computed Tomography (CT) help to investigate the material characteristics and morphological information of kidney stones. Previous studies elaborate on utilizing kV-switching approaches, 1, 2 Dual Source CT, [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] or Dual Layer CT, 8 in order to characterize common types of kidney stones.
Motivated by recent reports assessing the dual energy capabilities of photon counting detector CT (PCD-CT) systems, [9] [10] [11] [12] this phantom study investigates the differentiability of four different pure kidney stone materials using image information obtained by a research PCD-CT system. The differentiation performance was evaluated comparing the dual energy ratios (DER) of the pure kidney stone materials with respect to two different acquisition modes (macro-mode and chesspattern-mode) and two applied x-ray spectra (120 kV and 140 kV).
METHODS AND MATERIALS
Scanner Configuration: For this study a research whole-body PCD-CT scanner (Somatom CounT, Siemens Healthcare, Forchheim/Germany) was used. [13] [14] [15] The dual source system contains both an energy integrating detector and a PCD. This study focuses on acquisitions of the PCD. The CdTe-based PCD comprises 32 detector rows. Each row contains 480 pixels with an individual pitch of 1.125 mm. A pixel is subdivided into 4 × 4 so called sub-pixels. Each sub-pixel features two hardware based energy thresholds that allow the generation of signals based on photon energies that just exceed the thresholds as they are set by the user. By considering only photon energies that are found within an energy window (which is determined by two neighboring energy thresholds 16 ), so called bin images are generated. The readout occurs either in the macro-mode (MM) or the chesspattern-mode (CM). In the MM every single sub-pixel is configured having the same two energy thresholds (T L and T H ), resulting in the acquisition of two threshold based images and two energy bin based images (upper limit of highest bin is determined by the maximal energy exposed by the x-ray tube). The energy bin based images inherently provide almost independent photon statistics. In the CM four thresholds are applied (T L1 , T H1 , T L2 , and T H2 ). However, in this mode only every second sub-pixel features the same low and high energy thresholds. The acquisitions in CM result in four threshold based images and four bin based images. Since the bin based images rely on photons that are measured in two neighboring sub-pixels, there is a non-intuitive statistical correlation among these images.
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Phantom Preparation: In order to assess the quality of kidney stone material separation using the presented PCD-CT scanner, 40 kidney stones were investigated. The full set of kidney stones consists of four subsets, each consisting of 10 real kidney stones with pure chemical composition. ). The purity of the materials was earlier determined by infrared spectroscopy. Each subset of stones was arranged in an array of small cups that were half way filled with gelatine. After the stones were separately located in the middle of the gelatines surfaces, the rest of the cups was filled with gelatine. The arrays were placed in a 20 cm wide cylindrical water phantom (positioned at the top of the table) in order to provide a reasonable attenuation of the x-ray spectrum. The arrays were aligned in x/y plane.
Image Acquisition and Reconstruction: Each array of kidney stones was measured using a tube voltage of 120 kV and 140 kV, both in MM and CM. For the MM acquisition the energy thresholds were set to 25 and 75 keV. For the acquisitions using the CM, however, energy thresholds of 25, 75, 25, 75 keV were applied in order to control the aforementioned correlations typical for CM. All acquisitions were made following an abdominal sequence protocol with a rotation time of 1.0 s and an effective tube current time product of 102 mAs. The collimation was set to 32 × 0.5 mm. The images were reconstructed in a field of view (FOV) of 110 mm, using a weighted backprojection algorithm with a quantitative medium smooth kernel (D30) 18 resulting in comparatively lower noise levels and coarser structure. Since the diameter of the water container did not exceed the FOV of the system (275 mm), the reconstructions did not require further data completion and were free of truncation artifacts.
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Evaluation: In order to discriminate the kidney stone materials out of the acquired CT images, the DER for each kidney stone was calculated. The DER is derived by dividing the mean CT-values of a kidney stone in a CT-image acquired using a lower energy spectrum, and the same stone in a respective higher energy spectrum. In case of the MM acquisition these low and high energy images correspond to the two energy bin based images.
Since the CM provides up to eight distinct images, we perform a statistical decorrelation that utilizes the four threshold-based images to generate two images that mime a virtual low energy image and a virtual high energy image, without shedding spectral information. In order to obtain the CT-value statistics of each stone and each image, the stones were segmented and measured individually. The measured DERs per stone material and spectrum were compared against the values of the other stones. Statistical tools used to assess the quality of distinction were a Wilcoxon rank-sum test to test for equal DER medians, and an analysis of the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) and its area under the curve (AUC). The AUC quantifies the differentiability of the measured stones as a case of binary classification. Whilst AUC values around 0.5 imply a random assignation of a class, a value closer to 1.0 indicates high accuracy of distinction. This plot also allows to estimate how well the material can be differentiated using the applied spectra.
The boxplots in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 exemplarily show the results of the two acquisitions with a typical 120 kV spectrum and a 140 kV spectrum, respectively, both for MM and CM. The results of the two acquisition modes look similar in terms of their inter-quartile range and the magnitude of the whiskers. The outlying corresponding DER for the CYS measurements can also be seen in the correlation plot. The deviation of that stone appears in all acquisitions. The apparent overlap of the boxes comparing the COM and the APA measurements indicate the difficulty to differentiate the two materials. This observation is confirmed by the application of a pairwise Wilcoxon rank-sum test. For all stone types the DER distribution was found distinct, except for the case of comparing COM and APA, where the null hypothesis (i.e. no difference of medians) cannot be rejected (at a 5% significance level). A further validation provides the ROC curves and the AUCs. Fig. 4 compares the differentiability of UA against CYS. The AUC equals 1.0, which indicates distinct differentiation. The resulting AUC is identical when comparing UA against COM and APA. Whereas CYS and APA (Fig. 5 ), CYS and COM (Fig. 6) , and UA against all other materials can be differentiated rather well, this is not the case for COM and APA (AUC values between 0.66 and 0.76, Fig. 7 ).
It can also be observed that despite the correlated nature of the CM images, the DER of the derived virtual low energy and virtual high energy image correspond to the DER-values of the MM scans, where the respective spectrum was applied. Among all tested kidney stone materials, UA showed the best differentiability from any other materials (always provides an AUC = 1.0), followed by CYS (AUC ≈ 0.9). This is the case for all tested spectra and acquisition modes.
DISCUSSION
We compared the ability to distinguish between four different kidney stone materials (UA, CYS, COM, APA) based on their DER. All CT images were obtained by a research PCD-CT scanner. The scan parameters included two different scan modes (MM and CM) and two different x-ray spectra (120 kV and 140 kV). Threshold-based images from the CM were processed to generate a virtual low energy image and a virtual high energy image. MM and the decorrelated CM showed similar performances for both tested spectra. 
CONCLUSION
The material characteristic DER is crucial for differentiation of materials in Dual Energy processing. Four different pure kidney stone materials were compared in two different acquisition modes and two different spectra. For the MM acquisition, the bin based images serve as input for the Dual Energy evaluation. In case of the CM, the resulting threshold images were processed to generate statistically decorrelated virtual low and virtual high energy images. This study demonstrates similar material separation capabilities for all introduced acquisitions. Whereas UA was the most distinguishable material, the differentiation of CYS based kidney stones also showed good results. However, in this study COM based kidney stones couldn't be reliably distinguished from the APA based kidney stones.
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